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INTERNATIONALLY, there are Archives, Archives, Archives, from Film to TV - but where to put them and what to keep? Canada makes some progress. At almost every film festival, internationally, when early print of a classic turns up, the question permanently asked is where did that print come from? And the answer is usually from such and such an Archive in some part of the world. For Canadians, the Archive was a seldom visited place in Ottawa, where somewhere films in dented cans or broken boxes, hardly separated from papers, journals, and material having little to do with movies.

In spite of the clamour from film enthusiasts, the federal government remained unmoved, while the staff, without temperature control, tried to keep them from becoming dead reels. Now, after years of pleading and asking the Dominion Government has finally built an astonishing film archive across the river from Ottawa in the Gatineau. It is so imaginative and impressive making it difficult to believe it’s actually real! An immense highly arched glass and steel building, almost beyond description, with twenty great pipes going into it, providing the essential elements to make the archives safe and secure, with the interior design by the Ottawa architect Ronald Keenert, containing great floors, walls with a massive use of concrete, with great windows everywhere bringing in the light, but not of course on the deposits, safe in their quarter, from the movies, to the millions of records of national significance, with the emphasis always on the conservation.

And where films are concerned there is nothing the Archive cannot do in its futuristic labs from showing them in their extensively equipped screening theatre, to making new copies, repairing others, with no end to the comprehensive work the archivists do in saving and storing prints and negatives. There are over 60,000 Canadian prints in all gauges. In long seemingly never ending rows stretching for a distance longer than the eyes can see. Every reel is in its own plastic container, and again temperature controls are tightly maintained. Numbers, not titles, are around the rims. My guide pulled one down, opened it, the first reel of Don Shebib’s 1970 Goin’ Down the Road, not the oldest by any means, yet until now, along with other early works before this time. With electronics everywhere, the finding the title was an instant act, along with a full description of the film. Together with this outstanding archive is another building, somewhat like a place of business, but also impressive, where special collections of files, posters, publications, anything about the prints and others quickly found. The Federal Government has spent over $95 million, and got it right for once. Canada is now among the best with those of the United States, United Kingdom, France, but the name has been changed. National Film Archive has been lost and is now part of the Social and Cultural Division of the Special Collections Branch. It is open to the public, and parking, its beautiful grounds is free. This huge enterprise depends on a small number compared to those in archives elsewhere, but efficient and devoted conservators, under the leadership of chief archivist, Ian Wilson.

And Canadian producers should take note that movies made with funds from Telefilm, the state funding office, must donate two prints. Most producers and filmmakers themselves, who did not receive grants, are pleased to donate their prints and negatives knowing they will be there for generations of film lovers for centuries to come!

And so finally, a dream from long ago is finally brought to life. I remember back in the fifties and sixties, when along with historians Hye Bossin, Sam Kula, and the then head archivist, Dr. W. Kaye Lamb, and Secretary of State Judy LaMarsh, we met frequently to talk about establishing a truly great National Film Archive for Canada. Now we have it!
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